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Research problem
On the back of improvements in optical Earth observation satellites such as propulsion
systems, signal transmission, cost of launch and resolution; the number of CubeSats deployed
to Lower Earth Orbit (LEO) has grown exponentially together with the imagery it produces [2].
Deep learning tools enable us to recognise objects in multi-spectral satellite imagery at scale
and generate insights with practical industrial applications such as financial trading. According
to the MIT technology review [3] and New Space Index [4], commercial satellite imagery in
the next five years will reach high-resolution, near-real-time coverage of earth. In order to
process it, we will have to deploy object recognition techniques that are capable not just
accurately predict pixel-level classifications, but also to achieve this precision with lowlatency.

We adopt semantic segmentation is also known as dense prediction due to the fact that it
predicts the category of each pixel and it is more precise compared to object detection and
scene interpretation [E8]. These classes are “semantically interpretable” and correspond to
real-world categories. Current academic research is predominantly focused on accuracy
rather that speed. In our research we have improved the architecture and hyperparameters
of fully convolutional neural network (U-net) for semantic segmentation task. After
conducting experiments, we were able achieve the State-Of-The-Art (SOTA) level accuracy for
light vehicle object class. Additionally, we have optimised the U-net for the prediction speed
by utilizing two leading GPU and TPU computational architectures.

Scientific significant research results developed in 2019-2020
During the academic year of 2019-2020 we have researched, developed and therefore
propose advancements to the process of U-net design, hyperparameters tuning, training, and
complexity optimisation to enhance the prediction accuracy and speed. The entire process
from satellite imagery acquisition (P1) to end-signal generation and delivery to algorithmic
trading system (P13) is depicted in Figure 2. Components from P5 to P10 coloured in blue
represent areas of advancements proposed in this article and are described in the following
subsections: 1) Network depth construction and feature extraction; 2) Computational
complexity analysis; 3) Pixel frame sequencing.

Figure 1. Object recognition in satellite imagery schematic workflow diagram

Stage P5 and P6 – Network architecture and depth

On the stage of P5 and P6 we have propose new U-net architectures representing the range
of complexity in layers of the U-net. Each proposed U-net model consists of an even number
of layers plus a single fully-connected layer with Sigmoid activation generating per-pixel
semantic segmentation as an output (Figure 3). Models were initiated at fifteen convolutions
and sequentially (in four groups) increased by six layers (three in the encoder and three in the
decoder part) to a total of thirty-nine layers:
•

U-net_Model_1: 21 layers in total (15 conv2d);

•

U-net_Model_2: 27 layers in total (19 conv2d);

•

U-net_Model_3: 33 layers in total (23 conv2d);

•

U-net_Model_4: 39 layers in total (27 conv2d).

Figure 2. A visual representation of u-net models we developed

Beyond the layer size and complexity, we had a look at the layer composition and investigated
the different concatenation differentials of maxout and concat for the different fully
convolutional layers, the different between the layer output is depicted the figure 3 below:

Figure 3. A visual representation maxout vs concat important for feature extraction

Stage P7 – Computational complexity
In order to establish the level of network complexity, we have adopted the FLOPs framework
to the Convolutional Neural nets. For the design of efficient models, a detailed analysis of the
number of floating-point operations (FLOPs) is required based on matrix operations such as
matrix-matrix products (Figure 2, component P7). Matrix-Matrix Product of two matrices
𝐴"×$ and 𝐶 $×& needs 𝑚𝑛𝑙 multiplications and 𝑚𝑙(𝑛 − 1) summations, altogether 2𝑚𝑛𝑙 −

𝑚𝑙 FLOPs [48]. However, to our knowledge, there is no conventional benchmark that sets to
define the computational complexity of the neural network [49]. Researches show that the
number of operations in a network model can effectively estimate inference time [50]. The
number of FLOPs represents how computationally expensive a model is [17]. We customize
the FLOPs approach suggested by Sehgal et al. [17] to calculate the computational complexity
of a neural network as defined in equation (1):
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Stage P10 – Pixel frame sequencing
This step in the workflow of the object recognition in satellite imagery is a solution that
improves the accuracy of training and prediction of the network by a significant 4.1%. The
problem with the satellite imagery is that it has to be cropped and batched together missing
the sceneries of the training set can creating distortion in the weights in backpropagation of
the CNN. This novel method has helped to provide the “low-contextual-noise-input” type of
training set, training windows for the neural net.
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Stage P11 – Accuracy testing and experimentation
U-net model experimentation results of are provided in Table 1. We were able to achieve the
state-of-the-art object recognition accuracy of 97.67% with U-net_Model_2. This network
also maintained an FPO level 17.83%, and a 0.6162 Jaccard coefficient. A close second best,
U-net_model_3 has, however, provided a significant overprediction (FPO = 26.45%) rate. GFlops metric indicates the computational complexity and U-net_model_2 represents
relatively light computational complexity with 6.9832 allowing faster prediction.
Table 1. Prediction accuracy results on the test set

U-NET_MODEL_1
U-NET_MODEL_2
U-NET_MODEL_3
U-NET_MODEL_4

Accuracy
(TPO) %
95.33
97.67
97.01
96.70

Overprediction
(FPO) %
12.01
17.83
26.45
16.60

G-Flops
5.3218
6.9832
8.6443
10.3053

Jaccard
coefficient
0.6402
0.6162
0.5573
0.6226

Conclusions
We have made a significant process in the FCN network design and optimization. This year
we have also complete the development of the technological architecture and also
proposed few unique and practical improvements in the complete workflow of object
recognition satellite imagery and improvements to the accuracy of semantic segmentation.
We will continue this research in finding a hybrid neural network that would provide similar
accuracy of TPO’s (true-positives), yet with the reduction of FPO (false positives) and also
reduction for the computational complexity so that we could improve the predication
speed.
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